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Remember and set yourself up as safely as you can from home. 

Many us are quite used to working at home but for many of us this is a new experience. With lock down in full 

effect, it probably also means that you are sharing home working space with family. There are the practical 

points of how you can work, who has access to the internet, how many laptops and computers do people need 

access to and where is a safe space to set up. Though the key point is that you and your family are safe and well 

at home, there is a need to make sure that you set yourself up to work in the best way possible.  

It is recognised that a lot of people may not have the space and correct equipment at home but there is a few 

good checks you can do to try to make the working environment as safe and comfortable as you can for yourself 

and those around you. 

Try to establish a routine. Get up and prepare to work. Get dressed and think about the day ahead. What you 

want to get done and how you will complete it. 

Firstly, check that your home working space is safe and free from trip hazards like trailing cables, over loaded 

sockets and other possible risks. Then concentrate on your work set up. 

If you are using a laptop, a computer or some form of screen at home you should think about the following. 

Forearms should be approximately horizontal, and the user’s eyes should be the same height as the top of the 

screen. 

• Make sure there is enough workspace to accommodate all documents or other equipment.  

• Arrange the workplace and screen to avoid glare, or bright reflections. This is often easiest if the screen is 

not directly facing windows or bright lights. 

• Adjust curtains or blinds to prevent intrusive light. 

• Make sure there is space to move your legs. 

• Avoid excess pressure from the edge of seats on the backs of legs and knees. A footrest may be helpful, 

particularly for smaller users. 

Keyboards  

• A space in front of the keyboard can help you rest your hands and wrists when not keying. 

• Try to keep wrists straight when keying. 

• Good keyboard technique is important – you can do this by keeping a soft touch on the keys and not 

overstretching the fingers. 

Using a mouse 

• Position the mouse within easy reach, so it can be used with a straight wrist. 

• Sit upright and close to the desk to reduce working with the mouse arm stretched. 

• Move the keyboard out of the way if it is not being used. 

• Support the forearm on the desk, and don’t grip the mouse too tightly. 

• Rest fingers lightly on the buttons and do not press them hard. 

Reading the screen 

• Make sure individual characters on the screen are sharp, in focus and don’t flicker or move. If they do, the 

Display screen may need adjustment. 

• Adjust the brightness and contrast controls on the screen to suit lighting conditions in the room. 

• Make sure the screen surface is clean. 

• When setting up software, choose text that is large enough to read easily on screen when sitting in a 

normal comfortable working position. 

• Select colours that are easy on the eye.  
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Remember to take lots of breaks. It is better to take shorter breaks frequently. Remember to stretch and 

change your posture. It can also help to make changes when carrying out different tasks – if you make a phone 

call maybe move to another place to make the call. 

Staying hydrated is important and having water nearby to drink across your working day in frequent small 

amounts.  

Remember to stay in touch with colleagues. Keeping in touch with others and communicating with them helps 

maintain a feeling of being connected even when working in such strange conditions. Here are some other 

useful resources to use.  

• BBC – 5 Ways to work well from home  

• Mind for Better Mental Health 

• Mental Health Foundation  

Finally, some tips for homeworking: 

• Keep active: Make sure you do get up from your desk now and again to have a walk around or take a few 

minutes to get some fresh air. It can do wonders to re energise and re focus and make up for time not 

wandering around the office.  

• Keep connected: Stay in touch with everyone you work with. Where possible try and call rather than 

instant messaging, if appropriate, just having those conversations can make such a difference. You can’t 

underestimate the importance of actually ‘speaking to people.’ Why not try video conferencing for team 

meetings and 121’s for a more interactive meeting! 

• Keep your working area a positive environment: Make sure you are setup for the day with everything you 

need. Keep hydrated – it is surprising how long some people go at home without making a drink! 

• Keep up appearances: Whilst it might be tempting to remain in your PJ’s all day actually getting dressed 

and ready for the day can do so much for focusing your mind. It’s important to differentiate the time from 

work mode to chill mode. 

Keep laughing: Whilst perhaps hard to do given current situations the power of laughter can make such a 

difference so make sure you are having those ‘over the phone’ conversations and remember we are all in this 

together and even the little things can have such a positive impact!  
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